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Abstract—Recently, room-temperature ferromagnetism was 
reported in Cu-doped AlN film. However, a systematic study on 
the magnetic mediation of intrinsic vacancy is still absent and the 
origin of ferromagnetism of Cu-doped AlN remains unclear. We 
investigate the magnetic properties of Cu-doped AlN by first-
principles calculations. Our results reveal that the 
ferromagnetism is very weak for Cu substitution only. However, 
both the anion and cation vacancies can mediate the 
ferromagnetism effectively. Under the N-poor conditions, the 
defect complex with N vacancy has much lower formation energy 
and the origin of ferromagnetism can be attributed to the N-
vacancy mediated p-d hybridization.  
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

Diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) are new 
materials that explore both charge and spin degrees of freedom 
and therefore are promising for spintronics.[1,2] For 
application purposes, DMSs must have robust ferromagnetism, 
which remains stable at room-temperature (RT), and 
meanwhile possesses the semiconductor properties. Generally, 
ferromagnetism can be obtained by doping magnetic elements 
into wide band-gap semiconductors. For instance, RT 
ferromagnetism has been reported in Fe, Co and Ni doped 
semiconductors of oxide and nitride.[3,4,5,6] However, the 
clustering of magnetic impurities and the formation of 
secondary phases often make the ferromagnetism extrinsic and 
prevent their further applications. Moreover, the doped 
magnetic elements do not lead to ferromagnetism definitely 
and experiments often found that ferromagnetism had close 
relation to the presence of intrinsic vacancies.[7,8,9] To 
exclude the contamination of magnetic elements, researchers 
doped light elements into semiconductors and consequently 
found RT ferromagnetism in the doped systems, which was 
called d0 ferromagnetism.[10] Experimentally, RT 
ferromagnetism was reported in C-doped ZnO and 
SnO2.[11,12] Theoretical studies reveal that holes in valence 
band play an important role in d0 ferromagnetism. By doping 
impurities with weaker electronegativity or lower valence into 
semiconductors of oxide or nitride, holes are introduced into 
the valence band of semiconductors, which leads to band 
magnetization.[13] As a nonmagnetic element, copper is often 
doped to many semiconductors to fabricate DMSs.  
Experimentally, RT ferromagnetism was reported in Cu doped 

ZnO, SnO2, and TiO2.[14,15,16] The origin of ferromagnetism 
is often attributed to the mediation of oxygen vacancy. 
Nevertheless, studies also reveal that it is cation vacancies 
rather than anion vacancies that mediate the ferromagnetism 
effectively in some transition-metal (TM) doped 
semiconductors.[17,18] Surprisingly, the magnetic mediation 
of cation vacancies is often neglected in many studies. 
Recently, Ran et al. found RT ferromagnetism in Cu-doped 
AlN.[19] It provides a new way to obtain the DMSs free of 
magnetic elements. Although several theoretical studies have 
been done on the magnetic properties of Cu-doped AlN,[20,21] 
a systematic study on the magnetic mediation of intrinsic 
vacancies is still absent. Therefore, the origin of 
ferromagnetism is still unclear and needs further investigations. 

In this article, we investigate the magnetic properties of 
Cu-doped AlN by first-principles calculation.  Our results 
reveal that the magnetic coupling is weak when Cu 
substitution occurs only, and therefore, the mediation of 
intrinsic vacancies must be considered. Ferromagnetism is 
enhanced for the doped system when N or Al vacancy is 
present. Under N-poor condition, the formation energy of N 
vacancy is much lower than that of Al vacancy, and therefore, 
N vacancy is much easier to form than Al vacancy.  The 
origin of RT ferromagnetism can be attributed to the N-
vacancy mediated p-d hybridization. 

II. CALCULATION DETAILS 

A supercell of size 2×2×3 is built from the unit cell with 
space group P63mc.  We perform density-functional 
calculations based on the full-potential linear augmented plane 
waves plus local orbital methods (LAPW+lo), as implemented 
in WIEN2K computing package, on the magnetic properties of 
Cu-doped AlN. The muffin-tin spheres are set to be 1.8, 2.1, 
and 1.6 Bohr for Al, Cu and N atoms respectively. The 
generalized-gradient-approximation of Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof form is used for the exchange-correlation potential. 
The waves inside the spheres are expanded by harmonic 
spherical functions up to l=10. In the interstitial regions, the 
waves are expanded by plane waves, which are cut off by 
setting R•Kmax=8.0. An energy cut-off of -6.0 Ry is used to 
separate the core states from those valence states. Before the 
calculations, the doped structures are fully relaxed from 
geometry and internal atom positions until the force between 
atoms is less than 1.0 mRy/Bohr. 
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III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Roles of Cu Substitution 

By introducing one Cu into the supercell, we investigate 
the magnetic properties of Cu-doped AlN with impurity 
concentration 4.2%. Both the spin-polarized and nonmagnetic 
calculations are performed and we find that the doped system 
prefers the spin-polarized state, which is 0.18 eV in energy 

lower than the nonmagnetic state. Totally, 2.00 B
µ

 is 
induced in the supercell by introducing one Cu, which is close 

to the moment of 2.05 Bµ
 induced in Cu-doped SnO2.[17]  

This is consistent with other results of calculations.[20,21] The 

local moment of Cu is 0.68 Bµ
 and the N atoms nearest to 

Cu have a moment of 0.20 B
µ

 on average. The N atoms 

next-nearest to Cu have a moment of 0.014Bµ
. Negligible 

moments are also induced for Al atoms, which couple to the 
nearest N atoms ferromagnetically. To investigate the 
magnetic properties, we calculate the total and projected 
density of states (DOSs) for the Cu-doped AlN. 

To investigate the magnetic coupling between impurities, 
we introduce two impurities into Al sites, which correspond to 
the concentration of 8.33%. Both ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic states are calculated and we define the 

magnetization energy M AF FME E E∆ = −
. A positive value 

means the ferromagnetic state is stable and vice versa. The 
magnetization energy together with the total moments is listed 
in the table 1. 

TABLE I.  MAGNETIZATION ENERGY TOGETHER WITH TOTAL 
MOMENTS INDUCED IN THE SUPERCELLS FOR THE DOPED STRUCTURES. D IS 
THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE IMPURITIES. MCELL IS THE TOTAL MOMENTS 

FOR THE FERROMAGNETIC STATE. 

Configurations d (Å) 
ME∆

(meV
) 

cellM
( 

Bµ
) 

CuAl(C1,C2) 3.10 -15.8 1.51 
CuAl(C1,C3) 4.41 5.0 4.00 
CuAl(C1,C4) 5.05 -2.0 4.00 
CuAl(C1,C5) 7.78 11.7 4.00 
CuAl(C1,C6) 8.39 13.4 4.00 

It is noticed that the magnetization energy varies from 
negative to positive values and the maximum value is less than 
the thermal fluctuation of room-temperature, which means the 
room-temperature ferromagnetism is absent for the system 
with Cu substitution only. When Cu impurities get closer, the 

total moments decrease to 1.51 B
µ

 for the supercell.  
Moreover, our calculations reveal that the structure (C1,C2) is 
0.5 eV lower in energy than other structures, which means that 
Cu impurities are inclined to form clusters in AlN. 

B. Mediation of Intrinsic Vacancies 

It is important to investigate the magnetic mediation of 
intrinsic vacancies since they play an important role in TM-
doped semiconductors. It was reported that anion vacancies 

mediated ferromagnetism in many TM-doped semiconductors. 
By introducing one N vacancy and two Cu impurities, we 
investigate the magnetic mediation of VN in Cu-doped AlN. 
The magnetization energy as well as the total moments 
induced for the ferromagnetic states is listed in table 2. It is 
noticed that strong ferromagnetism emerges when N vacancy 
is introduced into Cu-doped AlN. The ferromagnetism is 
strengthened compared to that of the systems without VN. 

Total moments of 3.00 Bµ
 are induced for the ferromagnetic 

state of most structures. Cu impurity has a local moment of 

0.30 Bµ
 and the nearest N atoms have a moment of 0.16 

Bµ
 on average. The total and projected density of states for 

the configuration CuAl(C1.C5)+VN(A2) in ferromagnetic state 
are calculated. 

Compared to the doped system without vacancy, the 
splitting of valence band is enhanced. The majority states are 
totally pushed down to the Fermi level and the minority states 
are pushed above the Fermi level. For both Cu and N atoms, 
the peaks at the Fermi level become sharper, indicating the 
stronger p-d hybridization. Local states are also introduced 
into the band gap by Al atoms and the band gap becomes 
narrower compared to that of the system without VN. Due to 
the donor character of VN, the holes introduced by Cu 
impurities are partially removed by VN and this consequently 
reduces the total moments in the supercell. However, VN only 
remove one hole instead of three holes in the valence band, 
which indicates the local character of vacancy charge. 

We also investigate the magnetic mediation of cation 
vacancy by removing one Al from the Cu-doped supercell. It 
is noticed that large magnetization energy emerges and the 
systems have large moments. 

TABLE II.  MAGNETIZATION ENERGY AND TOTAL MOMENTS 
INDUCED IN THE SUPERCELLS FOR THE DOPED STRUCTURES WITH TWO CU 

IMPURITIES AND ONE INTRINSIC VACANCY. 

Configurations 
ME∆

(meV) cellM
( Bµ

) 
CuAl(C1,C2)+VN(A1) -0.1 1.00 
CuAl(C1,C3)+VN(A1) 14.1 3.00 
CuAl(C1,C4)+VN(A1) 2.6 2.70 
CuAl(C1,C4)+VN(A3) 58.1 3.00 
CuAl(C1,C5)+VN(A1) 7.7 3.00 
CuAl(C1,C5)+VN(A2) 25.7 3.00 
CuAl(C1,C6)+VN(A1) 19.4 3.00 
CuAl(C1,C6)+VN(A2) 29.6 3.00 
CuAl(C1,C5)+VAl(C2) 155.7 3.20 
CuAl(C1,C5)+VAl(C3) 348.0 6.90 
CuAl(C1,C6)+VAl(C2) 135.4 5.00 
CuAl(C1,C4)+VAl(C2) -40.7 4.40 
CuAl(C1,C3)+VAl(C2) 16.7 3.00 

To further investigate the magnetic properties, we calculate 
the density of states for the doped system with VAl. For the 
configuration CuAl(C1,C5)+VAl(C2), more holes are 
introduced into the valence band and the Fermi level crosses 
both the majority and the minority states. Therefore, a metallic 
property can be expected in the doped system. The holes 
mainly locate on the sites of Cu and its nearest N atoms. At the 
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Fermi level, sharp peaks emerge for both Cu and N atoms, 
indicating the strong p-d hybridization between them. 
Negligible holes are also induced for Al atoms, which couple 
to their nearest N atoms ferromagnetically. It is noticed that 
both VN and VAl can mediate the magnetic coupling between 
impurities effectively and strengthen the ferromagnetism. 
However, compared to VN mediation, VAl -mediated system 
possesses a metallic property and often has larger 
magnetization energy. 

C. Formation Energy of Defect Complexes 

It is important to investigate the formation energy of defect 
complex in Cu-doped AlN since they play an important role in 
the RT ferromagnetism. The vacancies are formed only when 
their formation energy is much low. The formation energy of 
the defect complex can be written as [22,23,24,25] 

( , ) (0,0)f Al V CuE E Cu V E µ µ µ= − + + −
 

where E(Cu,V) is the total energy of the doped system with 
one defect complex, and E(0,0) is the total energy of undoped 

system. Alµ
and Cuµ

are the chemical potentials of Al and Cu 

in the corresponding matter states. V
µ

 is the chemical 
potential of the atom removed from the system. We calculate 
the formation energy for both CuAl+VN and CuAl+VAl defect 
complexes under the nitrogen-poor and nitrogen-rich 
conditions. For the nitrogen-poor condition, the chemical 
potentials of Al and Cu take those of bulk metals respectively. 
For the nitrogen-rich condition, the chemical potential of N 
takes that of nitrogen gas. The formation energy as well as the 
total moments in the supercell is listed in table 3. For the 
substitution of Cu, the formation energy is very high under the 
N-poor condition while it is much low under the N-rich 
condition. This means that Cu can substitute Al heavily under 
N-rich condition. In experiments, the samples were prepared 
under N-poor condition and therefore, the substitution of Cu is 
very rare. Hence the average moment induced by Cu 
substitution is significantly less than the calculating value 2.0 

Bµ
/Cu, which is consistent with the experimental result.[19] 

It is noticed that VN tends to occupy the sites nearest to Cu and 
the defect complex has much lower formation energy under N-
poor condition. For the defect complex with Al vacancy, the 
formation energy is much low under N-rich condition while it 
is very high under N-poor condition. Also, Al vacancy is more 
inclined to form on the site nearest to Cu. Therefore, we 
deduce that the ferromagnetism reported in experiments is 
mainly mediated by VN since the samples are prepared under 
N-poor condition.[19]  We also notice that Al vacancy can 
also mediate the ferromagnetism effectively. When the 
samples are prepared under N-rich condition, room-
temperature ferromagnetism will also emerge. 

 

 

 

 

TABLE III.  THE FORMATION ENERGY AS WELL AS TOTAL 
MOMENTS FOR THE SYSTEMS WITH DIFFERENT VACANCIES. EF1 IS THE 

FORMATION ENERGY FOR THE N-POOR CONDITION. EF2 IS THE FORMATION 
ENERGY FOR THE N-RICH CONDITION. 

Configurations 
1fE

(eV) 2fE
(eV) cellM

( 

Bµ
) 

CuAl(C1) 5.6 0.2 2.00 
CuAl(C1)+VN(A1) 5.0 5.8 1.00 
CuAl(C1)+VN(A3) 6.4 7.2 1.00 
CuAl(C1)+VAl(C2) 13.6 2.0 3.00 
CuAl(C1)+VAl(C4) 14.5 2.9 4.80 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have investigated the magnetic properties of Cu-doped 
AlN by first-principles calculation. Our results reveal that Cu 
can substitute Al heavily under the N-rich condition. However, 
the magnetization energy is much small when Cu substitution 
occurs only and therefore the magnetic mediation of intrinsic 
vacancies must be considered. Both N and Al vacancies can 
mediate the magnetic coupling effectively. The defect 
complex with N vacancy has much lower formation energy 
under N-poor condition while the defect complex with Al 
vacancy has much lower formation energy under N-rich 
condition. For the experimental preparation, Cu-doped AlN is 
fabricated under N-poor condition and N vacancies 
predominate. Therefore, the RT ferromagnetism can be 
attributed to VN-mediated p-d hybridization. 
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